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PREFACE

This project report represents both the final outcome as well as the process of Design for Government
(DfG) 2019 course at Aalto University. DfG course develops design addressing the complex challenges of
the government and public sector. Projects are formulated as briefs, which are the basis for in-depth and
practical development by interdisciplinary student teams.
For a period of 12 weeks, two different groups worked on a brief commissioned by the Finnish
Competition and Consumer Authority with the aim to boost the knowledge of Consumer Rights across
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Finland. Our team consists out of five Master students Jiyoung Son from the MA Collaborative and Industrial Design program, Linh Duong from the Msc.
Corporate Communication program, David Martens from Master of European Design program, Tiina
Alanko from Social and Public Policy program of the University of Helsinki, and Xuyang Zhang from the
MA Collaborative and Industrial Design program.
Picture
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Our main goal was to bring the entrepreneur to the centre of the solution. What does it entail to build
up a business? What do they think about Consumer Rights? Where does their knowledge about the
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topic come from? entrepreneurs and eventually take up the third role as a trusted advisor.
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To answer these questions, we took a human-centred approach, using a variety of design methods to
map and make sense of the data and apply personas to understand the different perspectives of the
stakeholders.
With the perspective of the entrepreneur on the matter of Consumer Rights as our main focus
throughout the course of this project, we have identified two root issues summarising why the
knowledge in Consumer Rights has been declining:
1
2

Consumer Rights are inaccessible for the SMEs. As the materials which are available are not
only difficult to understand but also hard to customise and implement into a business.
Consumer Rights are intangible for the SMEs. Both the costs as well as the benefits of
complying to Consumer Rights are unclear, especially in terms of figures and statistics.

Thus, entrepreneurs are not fully aware of why they should comply to Consumer Rights, neither do they
concretely know how to comply. As a result, it further increases the distance between entrepreneurs
and the authority when it comes to Consumer Rights topic.
In order to respond to those root issues, we propose Consumer rights Covered, a 3-step integration
process for new entrepreneurs to understand, implement and maintain the relevant consumer laws into
their business. By providing consistent and comprehensive information about Consumer Rights to new
SMEs throughout the first year of building their business, the FCCA can establish a link to the
entrepreneurs and eventually take up the third role as a trusted advisor.
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THE BRIEF

BOOSTING CONSUMER RIGHTS
In 2018, the Consumer Protection Act has existed for 40 years in Finland. Consumer laws
have steadily come into existence all over the world through a series of legal disputes
between consumers and businesses and are constantly being shaped by those newly
emerging conflicts. This way, the consumer as an individual has the right to fight back

Knowledge about consumer

against abusive business practices, and the laws also protect business against abusive

law among businesses and

consumers. By having clear rules for fair trading, trust between the parties will be

consumers in Finland has
declined.

preserved and the market will flow.
However, a research from the European Commission (2017) has revealed that
knowledge about consumer law among businesses and consumers in Finland has
declined, eventually putting consumer trust and the fair business environment at risk.
The most challenging group are small and medium enterprises (hereafter SMEs).
On the other hand, 93,2 % of Finnish enterprises have under 10 employees (Statistics
Finland, 2018). Often, small companies do not have enough resources (e.g. in-house legal
department) to keep on track with complicated Consumer Rights legislation, even if it is
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a necessity.
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FCCA

FINNISH COMPETITION AND CONSUMER AUTHORITY

The Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority (hereafter FCCA) is the public authority under the
Ministry of Employment and Economic Affairs with the main responsibility to ensure good market
performance, to implement competition legislation from Finnish government and from European Union
(EU), and to secure the financial and legal position of the consumer (FCCA, 2019).
From the consumer’s perspective, the FCCA works to ensure that consumers are offered competitive
alternatives, and more importantly, that they have access to sufficient, accurate, and truthful information
to make informed decisions. Then, from the business perspective, the mission of FCCA is to provide
instructions, advice and information on consumer law to businesses to ensure the practices companies
use both in marketing and in their customer relations are appropriate and the contract terms applied by
them are reasonable (FCCA, 2019).
By offering their expertise to businesses, the FCCA wants to guide companies to comply with the
consumer laws and retain the trust of consumers. Along with the role of advisor, FCCA has two very
different roles: the investigator of the market and the regulator of laws.
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GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS
As the knowledge and interest in Consumer Rights from businesses have
been declining, the FCCA wants to address the issue through this project.
FCCA’s goal is to make businesses gain more interest towards Consumer
Rights and to assist them in seeing compliance as a competitive advantage.
Specifically, the FCCA is looking for answers on the following questions:
1

What kind of services should the consumer authorities offer businesses
to make the user experience as pleasant as possible?

2

How can businesses be motivated to apply Consumer Rights already
during the product, service and process planning stage?
Our goal is to not only propose a sound solution to the FCCA but also to
gain an empathetic understanding of the businesses as they would be the
end-users of the project’s solution. We expect to be able to shorten the
distance between the FCCA and the businesses, eventually to improve the
trust and transparency in market performance.
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RESEARCH
The research process began by outlining the given assumptions by the FCCA and our
own. After an extensive workshop with FCCA, it was clear that there are two relevant
groups, the consumers and the businesses. We took the stance that if the change starts
from the business group, it will produce a positive effect on the consumer group. Thus,
we decided to focus on the business side.
The research process consisted out of both desktop research as well as interviews with a
variety of stakeholders of Consumer Rights.
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Interviews with
diverse stakeholders
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ASSUMPTIONS
Directly from the project brief, as well as from the brainstorming workshop

Maybe because the SMEs do not have the resources? Or maybe because

with the FCCA in February, it is confirmed that:

the system and language is too complicated? Do those SMEs even know
the benefits or consequences of complying to Consumer Rights?

There is a decreased interest
from SME’s towards Consumer Rights
The question is, why would that be?

FCCA

SME’S

9

1

SME’s don’t have the resources

2

SME’s don’t care

3

It has been better before

1

SME’s don’t know the benefits or consequences
of complying to CR

2

A complicated system and language

3

A dominance from the FCCA towards the SME’s

By outlining our assumptions, we could define the research direction
through these four questions
1

What does becoming an entrepreneur entail?

2

What are the moments of contact with public organizations
in the process of becoming an entrepreneur?

3

Where and when Consumer Rights come into play?

4

What is the perception of entrepreneurs towards
Consumer Rights and the FCCA?
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CONSUMER RIGHTS KNOWLEDGE &
INTEREST IN FINLAND
Consumer Rights knowledge in Finland has been decreasing since 2014, as it

Taking a closer look into both consumers and

is shown in the figure from an European Commission study (2017). Despite

retailers (businesses), the study indicated that

belonging to the top countries where Consumer Rights knowledge and trust

knowledge about Consumer Rights among

is high, the decrease rate of Finland is the biggest (1.1%) compared to other

businesses has dropped by 1.2% between 2014

top countries, not to mention the overall increase (by 4.2%) of the European

and 2016 (European Commission, 2017).

member countries.
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Figure
Knowledge and Trust
component, country results,
2016 (Scale 0-100)
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On the other hand, it is worth to notice that 93,2 % of Finnish enterprises
have under 10 employees (Statistics Finland, 2018). Therefore, the small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) are the main actors of the Finnish economy.
Considering the growth of the startup wave in Finland in recent years, with
4,000 new startup companies beginning to operate every year (Business
Finland, 2018), it is reasonable to argue that the number of SMEs in Finland
will grow further in the future.

Figure
Consumer Conditions
Scoreboard, Consumers at
home in the Single Market
(European Commission,
2017)

Figure
Startup turnover by industry
in Finland (Business
Finland, 2018)

In more detail, companies were the least well

Putting these pieces of information together, we develop the overall

informed about issues related to online shopping.

picture. The number of SMEs in Finland has been growing strongly, yet the

Over a half of the companies could not say if a

knowledge and interest in Consumer Rights among business owners have

consumer who cancels a purchase from an online

been decreasing. This contrast could lead to a more urgent situation if

shop can be obliged to pay the return costs of the

business owners continue to lose interest in Consumer Rights, do not know

item and whether it is possible to limit the

what to do when they face problems, or do not know if their actions are

consumers’ right of cancellation (FCCA, 2018).

correct or not.
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STAKEHOLDERS
Trade
Associations

On the second week of our project, we had the

(FCCA) and the Federation of Finnish Enterprises
(FFE). During the session, our mission was to dive

ers
mb
Me

Consumer
Association

Vocational
schools/
Colleges

Chamber
of
Commerce

University of
Applied
Science

Local
societies

first workshop with the key stakeholders, the
Finnish Competition and Consumer Authority

Regional
Organizations

Members

Fine Disputes
Board for
Financial Sector

SMEs
Associations

Education

Finnish
Enterprises

Ministry
Economy
Affairs

CONSUMER

University of
Helsinki

BUSINESS

deeper into the project brief and gather
information on how we could actually help
boosting Consumer Rights for Finnish small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). We wanted to
gain information to build the bigger picture. Who

Consumer
Disputes
Board

FCCA
NGOs

Market
Courts

Finance
Finland (FFI)

are the stakeholders of Consumer Rights issues
in Finland? And why are Consumer Rights
important?
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FIGURE
Stakeholder map

Ministry of
Justice

CPC
Supreme
Courts

Finnish Travel
Agency
Association
(SMAL)

Financial
Institutions
Commission
(FICOM)

ASML
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During the workshop, we developed an overview of the stakeholders of
Consumer Rights in Finland. Besides the three major players; the
consumers, the authorities (FCCA) and the businesses, we learned that
there are unions, associations, ngo’s and also educational institutions which
are related to Consumer Rights.
By focusing on the businesses, we investigated where and when exactly,
Consumer Rights come into play when entrepreneurs are setting up, and
having a business. Understanding the perspective of the entrepreneur
meant that we had to figure out what the different steps are that a new
entrepreneur takes and who he comes in contact with.

PICTURE
Workshop with FCCA & FFE
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INTERVIEWS

Interviewing was our main method of gathering a

One goal of the interviews is to figure out the

deeper understanding of the topic. We decided

journey of the new entrepreneur. For example,

upon the stakeholders we desired to interview:

What are the touchpoints with the authorities? Is

entrepreneurs, schools, NGOs and authorities.

there any Consumer Rights information included

For each group, we had a slightly different

in the education of entrepreneurs?

interview structure but generally, we wanted to
explore how respondents understand the
importance of Consumer Rights, what they think
about Consumer Rights knowledge among
entrepreneurs, and what the attitudes are
towards the FCCA.
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Considering our human-centred approach, it was
extremely important to learn their point of view.
In specific, it was necessary to explore: How do
entrepreneurs see the compliance of Consumer
Rights? Do they think that it could be a
competitive advantage for their business?
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RESPONDENT GROUPS
Semi-structured interview questions were made for different respondent

Network Organizations: We interviewed people from Finnish Enterprise

groups. The questions for entrepreneurs are attached in the Appendix at the

Agencies, Finnish Federation of Enterprise (FFE), and the Chamber of

end of the report.

Commerce. We also discussed with people from entrepreneurship incubators
of Aalto University (Aaltoes).

15 in-depth interviews
Average 30min each

Public authorities: We had an interview with the officer from the TE-Office.
He gave us information about the start-up grant interview, which is an
important touchpoint between new entrepreneur and governmental

Entrepreneurs: We chose to interview SME entrepreneurs who operate in
business-to-consumer (B2C) market. One of them had many years’
experience of entrepreneurship but others had started their businesses
recently.
Schools: We reached a couple of Vocational school, University of Applied
Sciences (UAS), and Aalto University teachers in business and
entrepreneurship major.

15

authority. We also had interviews with specialists of FCCA. They expanded
our understanding of the problem.

3 4 5 3

PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES

NETWORK
ORGANIZATIONS

SME’S

SCHOOLS
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HUMAN PERSPECTIVE
ABOUT ANTTI

ABOUT LAURA

Antti wants to open his business website, bringing Finnish tourists to Africa,

Laura wants to open a webshop to sell her hand-made jewellery. Since at

maybe more as a sustainable travelling package (need permit from FCCA).

present, she only sells her art items to the person around her, or does

He works full time at the moment, so he doesn’t need the employment grant.

exhibitions at home, she joins popup art events, and try to bring people to

He has been in close contact with the startup community from schools, he

her webshop. She joined FFE to get some support of beginning her new

joins some network organizations at the university and the organizations offer

business, because she knows nothing about online business. She also applies

comprehensive knowledge of business, so he knows the process very well.

the startup grant at TE-Ofﬁce. She hasn’t any knowledge of CR. For her online

LAURA ORA
CRAFTSMAN
FULL-TIME ENTREPRENEUR

store, she intends to hire some employees.
LIFE GOALS

PROJECT COORDINATOR
PART-TIME ENTREPRENEUR

Selling her art items to more people.

AGE 40

END GOALS

EXPERIENCE GOALS

EDUCATION BACKGROUND

• Successfully exploring the new

• Feel being supported when she

Art degree from a vocational
school, jewellery design

sale channel
• Put as little effort as possible on

MAIN ACTIVITIES

business, so that she can have

Making jewellery out of gold

more time to focus on her art

INDUSTRY
E-commerce, online jewellery store

• Start her business well and offer
her employees suitable working
insurance

ANTTI KAINONEN

needs, feel start her business well
and offer her employees suitable
working insurance
• Easy, not confused, deﬁnite, when
she is starting her business.

AGE 28
EDUCATION BACKGROUND

He has some knowledge of CR. But there isn’t a speciﬁc course of applying
CR to business during his education process, he hasn’t systematic knowledge
about what he should do to CR in his new business.
LIFE GOALS
• Achieve his business dream
• Make enough money to do the things he wants to do

Business Management from UAS/Uni

END GOALS

EXPERIENCE GOALS

MAIN ACTIVITIES

• Run his business as smoothly as

• Feel simple to start his own business

Contacting travel and hospitality partners
in Africa, arranging and coordinating
logistics in Finland & Africa destinations
INDUSTRY
travel company. One-person business

possible
• Offer good services to his

• Feel clear of the steps where he is of
starting his business

customers so that his business
can have stable customer
relationships

FIGURES
Personas from research
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TEXTUAL ANALYSIS PROCESS
Through transcribing and analyzing the
interviews in different rounds, we
familiarized ourselves with the data and
subsequently color-coded the themes
individually. For instance, yellow was the
color for stakeholder responsibility, purple
was for surprises, and blue was for
suggested ideas.
Finally, we wrote down the most prominent
details of the color-coded text to post-it
notes, presented the data to each other,
and arranged them into relatable groups to
create affinity diagrams.
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Picture
Findings and quotes from
interviews
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INSIGHTS & FINDINGS
What do the data tell us about entrepreneurs and their relationship
with Consumer Rights? Would it be similar to our assumptions, that
entrepreneurs do not care about Consumer Rights?
We wanted to understand entrepreneurs’ perspective extracting
from the information they told us in the interviews. Therefore, we
made sense of the data while referring back to the questions we
made in the Research phase.
Following that, as we had a more profound understanding about
the topic, as well as the issues, we started to connect the problems
with possible idea solutions. The ideas were then prototyped and
evaluated by the commissioner (FCCA) as an effort to prove the
feasibility of the idea, as well as to improve its elements.
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PICTURE
Workshop with FCCA & FFE
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SENSE MAKING
After the first data structuring, we reorganized the data, analyzing the
relationships between them. Based on all the data we had, we wrote down
the facts we knew, the problems we found and our assumptions. Through
several rounds of regrouping the data and looking at the existing problems
from different perspectives, we turned the raw data to key insights.
After learning the facts, we came up with four “HOW MIGHT WE”
questions to kick off the ideation process.
• How might we help new SMEs understand Consumer Rights throughout

their path of becoming and being entrepreneurs?
• How might we help entrepreneurs to see the benefits of complying

Consumer Rights?
• How might we enable SMEs to have easy access to Consumer Rights

information?
• How might we rebrand Consumer Rights in order to increase the

motivation of SMEs to integrate Consumer Right into their business?
PICTURES
Data analysing with team
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Based on the insights and “HOW MIGHT WE” questions, we did three
rounds of ideation which generated 10 different groups of solutions in
total. Firstly, we did not set strict limitation to them, so we got solutions

Here are the 10 directions after our three rounds of ideation.
1

A starter pack which contains all the necessary information about
Consumer Rights for new entrepreneurs.

which are easy to implement and also the advanced ones.
2

Education sections for new entrepreneurs.

3

Rebuilding the path of becoming a new entrepreneur - setting check
point about their Consumer Rights plan on their path of becoming
an entrepreneur and making the point visible.

4

Developing new products - translator with advanced technology.

5

Providing direct advice channels for SMEs.

6

A chatbot which can provide guidance.

7

Mentoring program which contains mentoring from FCCA and cross
mentoring among peers from the same area.

8

Rebranding the image of FCCA and Consumer Rights.

9

Rewarding the ones who do well in Consumer Rights.

10

PICTURE
Ideation session with drawings
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New communication channels’ exploration.
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After considering both the effects and cost to
evaluate each idea, we chose the most feasible ones,
regrouped them and developed them. Considering
their path of becoming an entrepreneur, we built our
solutions into three steps: persuade, implement
and contact maintaining. In each step we have
corresponding touch points and tangible materials.
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Pictures
Grouping of ideas and
building solutions into
three steps
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PROTOTYPING &
TESTING
Two sessions in total, one with FCCA and
the other with one entrepreneur
Co-creation is one keyword in human-centered
design process. After evaluating the idea pool
among ourselves, we had two collaborative
sessions to evaluate the feasibility of our solution.
We prototyped one booklet which contained the
basic information of Consumer Rights; one checklist
which helps new entrepreneurs check the things
related to Consumer Rights they need to consider in
an easy and vivid way; one email template which is
used to maintain contact with new entrepreneurs.
We also had the idea to have a centralized website
to distribute information widely.

22

Pictures
Paper prototypes and
persona cards
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By letting our client to discuss how they think
about the ideas, we finalized the feasibility of
our solutions and made them more tangible.
Furthermore, we had a testing session with one
entrepreneur. We got some feedback on how he
would react when receiving information about
Consumer Rights at certain touchpoints, as well
as his comments on the type of the information
he wants to get.
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Pictures
Testing session with FCCA
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KEY FINDINGS

1. THE PATH OF A NEW ENTREPRENEUR

What does it take to start up a business? Through

We found out that Consumer Rights is currently nowhere present among

interviewing entrepreneurs and public organisations,

those different steps a new entrepreneur goes through. There are no

we developed an overview of the different steps an

concrete touchpoints with Consumer Rights that an entrepreneur comes

new entrepreneur goes through when setting up a

across when setting up a business.

business. Above that, we mapped out the different
organisations that entrepreneurs come across during
this journey.

BECOMING

KELA

risk analysis

go-to-market

SECURE YOURSELF

investigated where and when exactly Consumer
Rights come into play.
Is Consumer Rights mentioned in any kind of formal
information about Consumer Rights to the
entrepreneurs? Where does the entrepreneur’s

Finnish
Trade
Register

…

TEOffice

knowledge about Consumer Rights come from?

Enterprise
Agency
FFE

FFE

I want to deliver
good products and
services to my
customers.

Tukes

…

Business
Finland

ADMINISTRATION

collect feedback

Vero

Evira

office management
employee payment

provide product/service

tax

benchmarking competitors

…

marketing

accounting

…

product/service improvement
customer engagement

Chamber
of
Commerce

TEM

employee benefits

FFE

FCCA

Työsuojelu

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

ENTREPRENEUR

EDUCATION
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Federation of
Finnish
Enterprises

…

…

business registration
financial planning

attend conferences
trade unions

market research

networking

product development

social media

warehousing

Evira

Chamber
of
Commerce

associations

inventory management

suppliers and distributors
crowdsouring

NETWORKING

supplies and delivery

location and premises

pension insurance

education? Do the network organisations provide

team formation

VERO

SECURE YOUR BUSINESS

Työeläkeyhtiö

ideas

LOGISTICS

website maintenance

Federation
of Finnish
Enterprises

identity customer needs

Chamber
of
Commerce

visualised the path of the new entrepreneur, we

accounting

financial resources

freelance wage

things they need to give their attention to. Once we

Tukes

business model

start-up grant

For starting entrepreneurs, there are many different

BEING

INITIAL STRATEGY

TEOffice

Figure
Rich picture, entrepreneur
point of view

High
School

University

University
of Applied
Science

business ethics
Ideation

accounting

trade unions

…

College

Enterprise
Agency

Vocational
School

Chamber
of
Commerce
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2. INACCESSIBILE VS. INTANGIBLE
Through our research, we found that entrepreneurs do not experience the

Consumer Rights cost to a starting business? And what can the entrepreneur

urgency to comply to Consumer Rights because Consumer Rights are both

gain from it?

inaccessible as well as intangible for those small and medium enterprises. The
materials which are currently available to those SMEs are not only difficult to

These root issues, of inaccessibility and intangibility, result in the entrepreneurs

understand but also hard to customise and implement into a business.

not knowing WHY or HOW they should comply to Consumer Rights.

The entrepreneurs do not really know how and where to start, it suddenly

And this then results in the entrepreneurs losing their interest in Consumer

seems a very challenging and time consuming task where implementing

Rights. They will not give feedback neither let anything know about their

Consumer Rights drops on the priority list and the entrepreneur will shift its

struggles to the authority. From the authority side, this might make them lose

focus to something else.

motivation to help the entrepreneurs.
e motivati
s
o
on
L

Also, the concept of Consumer Rights stays intangible for entrepreneurs as
neither the costs, nor the benefits of complying to Consumer Rights are clearly
formulated. There are no hard figures or statistics which can convince an
entrepreneur about the possible financial losses or gains through the

No connection
No dialogue

compliance of Consumer Rights.
Hence, it is difficult for entrepreneurs to grasp: What would complying to

25
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3. ROLES OF THE FCCA

Another reason why the authorities find it hard to gain trust from the SMEs,

And thirdly, the FCCA is also an advisor on Consumer Rights, but with their

can be explained through looking at the different roles that the FCCA has.

main focus on informing and advising the consumers, not the
entrepreneurs.
Our research pointed out that even if entrepreneurs know that they can call
up the authorities for advice, many are afraid to do so as they cannot
transparently share what their current business situation is. And in cases
where an entrepreneur has troubles with Consumer Rights, he/she needs to
be able to speak up and ask if the current way of acting is correct or not
without being marked and followed up by the authorities. That means that
the third role, as the advisor, the responsibility is to help and protect
consumers. Needless to say, being both the investigator and the friend of

REGULATOR

INVESTIGATOR

ADVISOR

First of all, the FCCA functions as the regulator, regulating the consumer
protection laws. Secondly, the FCCA also works as the investigator,
enforcing the consumer protection laws and taking companies to market
court in serious cases.

26

entrepreneurs are roles that are hard to marry.
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PROPOSAL
The two root issues that were explored through the research
process have helped us to construct the main question we aim to
tackle: How might we help the FCCA to make new entrepreneurs
integrate Consumer Rights into their business?
Our proposed idea is Consumer Rights Covered, a 3-step
integration process for new entrepreneurs to understand,
implement and maintain the relevant Consumer Laws. It provides
consistent and comprehensive information about Consumer
Rights to new small and medium enterprises throughout the first
year of building their business via a combination of offline
materials, online platform, and means of communication. We
suggest this would be a sub-brand of FCCA, focusing on new
entrepreneurs.

27

PICTURE
OF INSIGHTS AND FINDINGS?
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CONSUMER RIGHTS COVERED
A 3-STEP INTEGRATION PROCESS

Consumer Rights Covered is an integration process with three steps, which
are understand, implement, and maintain.

02 IMPLEMENT
For the second phase (Implement), the aim is to help new entrepreneurs
implement the specific Consumer Rights into their business via the digital
central platform. Entrepreneurs receive exclusive information, keep in touch
with experts, and select relevant information they want in the second phase.

03 IMPLEMENT
01 UNDERSTAND
The goal in the first phase (Understand) is to make entrepreneurs become

In the third phase (Maintain), the goal is to gain the trust from the entrepreneurs
and to reach out to them periodically, eventually to maintain contact and the
entrepreneurs dare to reach out to get the necessary help or input.

aware of Consumer Rights and get a basic understanding of what it is, why
it is there and why it matters to them as business owners.

In order to best illustrate the concept and detailed features of Consumer
Rights Covered, we apply storytelling method, together with visualizations.

28
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SCENARIO

LIISA’S STORY WITH CONSUMER RIGHTS COVERED

Based on the desk research and interviews, we created the entrepreneur persona, whose name is Liisa.

Liisa is a 38 years old jewelry maker with an art degree

Every new entrepreneur in Finland has the right to apply

At the interview, Liisa receives the “Your gateway to

from a vocational school. She has made her own jewelry

for the startup grant from the authority named TE-Office

Consumer Rights” booklet, the first concrete touchpoint

and sold them at pop-up events since last year. The

(TE-palvelut, 2018). As a new entrepreneur, Liisa wants to

that the end-users are in contact with Consumer Rights

business grows well, thus Liisa wants to be a full-time

apply for the startup grant as well, so she searched for

Covered. The booklet opens up the topic about Consumer

entrepreneur and opens the webshop.

information, booked an appointment, and comes to the

Rights from the business perspective including basic

TE-Office for the interview.

checklists that cover the sales path, including contracts and
contact information, marketing and advertising, pricing

29

and discounts, as well as defects and complaints.
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E commerce
Travel
Production
Consulting
Services

After reading the booklet, Liisa then checks out the

Not only does the website has general information but

In order to yield customized information for entrepreneurs,

Consumer Rights Covered website. This website acts as

it also offers customized information that is suitable

it is best to ask them sign-up and become the member of

a central digital checkpoint, where new entrepreneurs

with the company’s industry, if the entrepreneur

Consumer Rights Covered. The sign-up process asks the

can find information about Consumer Rights that are

decides to become a member of Consumer Rights

users to specify the business industry their company is

useful for them. It provides more extended information

Covered. In fact, this is one of the most important

operating, as well as the company size and founding year.

than the booklet.

purpose of Consumer Rights Covered, which is to offer
relevant Consumer Rights information to entrepreneurs,
taking into account the amount of work and diverse tasks
that entrepreneurs have to deal with.
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First, she gets access to customized information that fits to her business
industry. This data has been collected and adjusted when Liisa registered to
be the member on Consumer Rights Covered website. This helps to minimize
the amount of regulations business owners have to search and read through
before getting to the regulations that are applicable for their business.
Second, Liisa has the access to templates that she can view and apply to
her business without having to search them randomly on the Internet. For
instance, the “Terms and condition” or “Order confirmation” templates are
available for e-commerce businesses. The members can download, edit their
business related information, and apply the templates for their online sales
activities.
The third benefit for Liisa is that she can call to the hotline, or post a
question on an online Q&A thread, and will receive the answer from expert
lawyers within 3 days. This way she gets assured that her assumptions are
confirmed by the authority. It also helps to create a direct connection
between entrepreneurs and the FCCA as an advisor.
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In addition to the benefits, Liisa can choose to do
the Consumer Rights quiz when she wants to
know how much she understands about
Consumer Rights. The quiz is designed with
different themes that align with the sales path as
well as the business industry. It also has different
levels of difficulty, so that users would not have
the same quiz all the time.
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Finally, every 3 months, Liisa receives check-up emails that correspond to
her business situation. In details, by the 3-month mark, the theme is: How to
bring CR into her marketing plan. Then, by 6 months, she will get to know:
Details of the reclamation process.
The purpose of check-up emails is to maintain good practices from
businesses throughout the basic sales path. The idea came from the
interview data that entrepreneurs may get a lot of information in the beginning
of their path, yet it would not be the period of time they would face such
issues as consumer complaints, return and withdrawals. Instead, they would
need to figure out how to set up a business legally, and how to bring the
products or services to their customers as promised.
As a result, check-up emails would be a good way to guide business owners with
Consumer Rights issues they may face with the business at that specific time.
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MAIN INTERACTIONS WITH ITS MEMBERS
Apart from the story of Liisa as an example of how an entrepreneur would

In the second phase, the entrepreneurs are being led to the digital central

interact with Consumer Rights Covered throughout the first year of their

point, the Consumer Rights Covered website, where they can get access to

business journey, let’s zoom out to see what are the main touch points of

industry specific information, as well as the experts who can give them

Consumer Rights Covered , and how does it interacts with the entrepreneurs

advice. From the entrepreneur’s point of view, we are addressing and

who are members of Consumer Rights Covered.

improving the accessibility of Consumer Rights. From the FCCA’s point of

UNDERSTAND

IMPLEMENT

view, the website is the medium where the authority has access to

MAINTAIN

entrepreneurs’ information, from the business operating industry they are in,

TE OFFICE
WWW.CRC.FI

WWW.CRC.FI
E-COMMERSE

START

CRC.FI

BOOKLET

INDUSTRY
SPECIFIC
INFORMATION
WELCOME
EMAIL

WWW.CRC.FI
COMMERSE RIGHTS

3M

6M

1 Y/END

Q&A

Q&A

In the third phase, the entrepreneurs receive check-up emails and have
the possibility to ask questions on the forum, as well as to possibly

SECOND
THIRD
CHECK UP CHECK UP

FINAL
CHECK UP

In the first phase, the new entrepreneur is being introduced to the concept
of Consumer Rights and its importance through different physical and
analog touchpoints. Ideally, the booklet is distributed throughout the network
organizations that entail one or some direct contacts with entrepreneurs. It is
meant to introduce to entrepreneurs the importance of Consumer Rights
during the process of establishing and operating a business. It also connects
the entrepreneurs to the Consumer Rights Covered website.
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to what kind of information they lack of or need guidance.

Q&A

Q&A

QUIZ

QUIZ

WWW.CRC.FI

WWW.CRC.FI

engage to the events or discussions that are arranged by FCCA or the
network organizations about Consumer Rights topic. The maintain phase is
meant to encourage entrepreneurs to continue the good practices, to keep
updated with the change of law, and to remind them that they have a
trustworthy source of information to refer to, which is the Consumer Rights
Covered website.
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BENEFITS
For the entrepreneurs, they would most importantly save time and money in

•

Save time and money

the long run. After investing little time when setting up a business, that is

•

Lower the risk of wrong practices that could
lead to negative outcomes

•

Gain confidence by bringing more
transparency into the business

•

Contribute to a fair business environment

•

Reduce the amount of SMEs who violate
Consumer Rights

•

Receive less complaints from dissatisfied
consumers

Consumer Rights which means they would receive less complaints from

•

Strengthen FCCA’s role as an advisor

dissatisfied consumers. It would also strengthen the role of the FCCA as an

•

Establish a relationship with entrepreneurs

being freed up later when the entrepreneur knows for example, how to deal
with complaints. Also, it would lower the risk of ending up in harsh scenarios
where there is the possibility to face heavy fines or having the reputation of
your business damaged.
ENTREPRENEUR
Getting your Consumer Rights covered can act as an insurance against
consumers who might take legal action. And because that risk is lower, SMEs
can gain confidence as entrepreneurs and finally contribute to a fair business
environment.
For the authorities, it could reduce the amount of SMEs who violate

advisor to the entrepreneurs, to in the end, establish a link, or a relationship,
to the new entrepreneurs.
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LIMITATIONS

Despite the benefits of Consumer Rights Covered, we frankly see that there are some limitations to our
proposal.
Firstly, the most challenging task is to get new entrepreneurs to engage in Consumer Rights Covered
process. When they get the information booklet at the beginning of their business, they might just
discard it because they do not see it as a priority at that moment. New entrepreneurs need to
understand the urgency and importance of Consumer Rights compliance so that they would be eager to
learn more of it. As a consequence, the role of network organizations, such as TE-Office, is critical in
persuading new entrepreneurs to try to engage to Consumer Rights Covered.
This leads to the second limitations. The distribution of the materials asks for collaboration with other
stakeholders. Hence, the FCCA needs to build a strong partnership with the touchpoint organizations,
such as the Enterprise Agencies and the TE-Office. Networking might be a long process, not to mention
it is also important that the collaboration should be maintained throughout the time.
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OWNERSHIP & DISTRIBUTION
We suggest that Consumer Rights Covered would

And once the entrepreneurs reach out to the Consumer Rights Covered

be the sub-brand of FCCA. Therefore, FCCA

platform, sign-up, and receive their customized data, the FCCA has

produces and distributes the materials of

established a link, a connection to the entrepreneurs, and can then reach out

Consumer Rights Covered to the network

to them directly and personally.

organizations who have different relationships
with the entrepreneurs. For example, the TEOffice provides the start-up grant, Business
Finland offers startup advice and financial
investment, and the Finnish Federation of
Enterprises (FFE) gives advice and provides a
network for entrepreneurs. These organizations
are the ones who are in direct contact with the
entrepreneurs.

TE-OFFICE

ENTERPRISES
AGENCY

FEE
FEDERATION OF
ENTERPRISES

UNI/UAS VOCATIONAL
SCHOOL

This way, we want to expand the outreach and
awareness of Consumer Rights and make sure that
every new entrepreneur at, at least at some point
in time, is reminded that complying to CR is not
only a legal necessity but an important part of
building a business.
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NEW ENTREPRENEUR

BUSINESS
FINLAND

AALTOES
KIUAS
…
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CONCLUSION
The current package of Consumer Rights Covered has been discussed with
FCCA in a collaborative discussion in April, hence the feasibility of the idea is
guaranteed, and there is a potential that the idea has the chance to move
forward. Our goal is to have every new entrepreneur come in contact with
Consumer Rights Covered in the first 5 years of the launch.
Every business owner has once started small in the beginning. We want the
new entrepreneurs, at some point of their path of becoming and being an
entrepreneur, get access to Consumer Rights information and understand
that this is not only a legal necessity, but also an important part of the
business. Also, by using an appealing visual language and starting from a
simple but concrete tone of voice, we want to help entrepreneurs to get their
Consumer Rights covered and perceive Consumer Rights as a less intangible
topic.
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That said, Consumer Rights Covered has a great potential to grow from what
we are suggesting at the moment, if the initial steps are done nicely and
coherently. A close integration between FCCA and the network organizations
is an important element to bring Consumer Rights Covered into practice.
Also, it is necessary to focus on how to visualize and produce content that
speaks the language of entrepreneurs, so that the impact of Consumer
Rights Covered as a digital central checkpoint for new entrepreneurs will be
visible.
All in all, we believe that through this 3-step integration process, of
understanding and implementing Consumer Rights, maintaining contact and
good practices, FCCA can eventually establish a link to the small and medium
new enterprises, and can in the long run, truly take up the third role as a
trusted advisor to the entrepreneurs. We also have the trust that by
executing the idea, the knowledge and interest of entrepreneurs in
Consumer Rights would increase, leading to a more prospective trustworthy
business environment in the future.
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APPENDIX
•Booklet
•Interview questions for entrepreneurs
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GATEWAY TO
CONSUMER
RIGHTS
basic guide for SME

As an entrepreneur,
what should I know about
Consumer Rights?

Everyone is a
consumer.

And as a consumer
you have rights and
obligations.

But what are
consumer rights?
And what they
mean to me as a
business owner?

What are
consumer
rights?

Consumer rights is a name for a
collection of laws. European
Union’s legislation is also
incorporated into Finnish law.
The goal of these laws is to
protect the consumer from harm.
Because of consumer protection
laws, you can trust that you’ll get
what you ordered. If there occurs
any defects or problems, the law
is on your side.

Every consumer in Finland has a
variety of rights, such as:
the right on privacy
the right to make informed decisions
the right to fair and responsible marketing
the right to good quality and safe goods ...

What does this
mean to me as
an individual?

- Consumer as an individual has
a right to fight back against
abusive business practices,
- but laws also protect businesses.
- When there are clear rules for
fair trading, trust between the
parties will be preserved and the

What does this mean to me as a
business owner?
A necessity

- Complying with consumer law is a necessity for entrepreneurs who want to run their business ethically and legally.

Authorities’s right

- Authorities have a right to make claims and take legal
actions against companies that do not comply with the law.

Business’s reputation

- Consumer rights violations can also heavily damage the
reputation of your business
- Especially in times where a single customer has the power
to influence the audience broadly via social media.
- Establishing a strong and fair customer service can make a
new business stay ahead of its competitors.

For a business, it means
dealing fairly and

honestly with consumers
at all stages of the relationship: from unambiguous
terms and conditions to
responsibly dealing with your
customers’ personal data.

So, how will this
happen in practise?
How can I be sure
not to damage my
business by violating consumer

Does this sound complicated?

No worries! Here are four easy checklists to
look at to get you started.
Checklists include the most important tips
for making contracts, price setting, marketing
and handling defects.

Checklist 1

Contract and contact informaWhen selling products or services to consumers Consumer
Protection Act will be applied. By buying and selling you make a
contract and there are rules both parties need to follow.

1. Review - product and its details, price,

contract period, delivery time and payment
conditions.

2. Understand - the consequences of
breaking the contract.

!

3. Know - how to make changes in

the contract, how to resign and cancel
the contract.

4. Provide - receipts applies to purchases

made with cash and card payments to
customers that indicate the seller's contact
details, the quantity and quality of the goods
or services, the price and VAT.

5. Include - the business’ contact information both on the contract and on the website.

RECEIPT

CONTACT

Checklist 2

Marketing and advertising
1. Avoid - untrue, misleading, aggressive,
inappropriate marketing messages.
Eg. If your advertising includes incomplete or
confusing information, you have violated CR.

FAKE

2. Be aware - of restrictions on certain
products (such as alcohol) and advertising
for special groups (such as children), if it is
related to your business.

18+

3. Consider - the recognizability of your
ads for outdoor advertising. It should be
visible to everyone, including children.
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4. Pay attention to - copyrights, related
permissions, privacy and freedom of speech
when planning and implementing your
company’s online marketing activities.

c

5. Be careful - with advertising practices
that target or may concern about children
because of strict regulations.
6. Remember - that there are additional
regulations and recommendations that are
assigned for specific marketing channels,
on top of general regulations that are
subject to all channels.

REGULATIONS

+

REGULATIONS

!

Checklist 3

Pricing and discounts
Discounted price is understood as the price deduction from the
immediate previous charged price for the same product and at the
same venue.

1. Display - the discounted price at the
selling points as well as at the checkout. It is
not enough to display the discount only at the
2. Be careful - Total price of the product
should always include VAT.

3. Remember - that the discount can be
running maximum for 2 months. For one year,
there could be just 3 months for discount
sales.
4. Be transparent - with your marketing

and advertising throughout the discount
periods. You have to convey clear messages on
what products are being discounted. If you
advertise large discounts (for example 70% to
80%), yet it only applies to a small proportion
of the products, it is considered misleading
advertising.

ORIGINAL
PRICE

+
VAT

MAX
2 MONTHS

3M/YEAR

Checklist 4

Defects and complaints

Defect liability exists when selling goods as well as services.

1. Remember - that it is the responsibility of
seller or service provider for defective products,
even if no warranty period has been given.
It is also the responsibility of the seller or
service provider for subcontractor’s mistakes.

2. Identify - what is defective products by
examining if it does not conform agreed by either
type, quantity, quality, packaging, durability, or other
characteristics. The product’s durability could be
assumed by comparing with similar products.
3. Specify - concrete ways to fix defective
products, which could be applied to a specific case.
The seller or service provider can fix, give a discount,
or exchange a new product. As the last mean, the
seller or service provider can cancel the purchase.
4. Respond - immediately to the complaint and
check carefully with your operational process if
several customers have complained about the same
issue.

Checklist 4

Defects and complaints
6. Listen - patiently to the customers

and admit a mistake, apologize, and show
the willingness to fix quickly to mitigate
the risk of losing customer trust and
satisfaction.

7. Be attentive - when dealing with
defect cases to avoid getting negative
feedback. Customers/Consumers have
the rights to claim a price reduction or
cancel the purchase if the product/service
is decisively flawed.

Learn more?
There are also a lot of regulation that is industry specific.
Consumer Rights Covered program will guide you through the
necessary steps to build strong and fair customer service.

Now you can get all the information you need
considering the consumer rights from one place:
www.crc.fi

Sign in is free! As a member you will get:
- More info and a checklist that covers topics that are
essential to your business.
- Opportunity to ask questions in our Q&A Forum where
FCCA’s lawyers will answer your questions.
- Emails every three months that include interesting and
actual consumer rights information for you.
- Templates for contracts...

CRC is created for the new entrepreneurs to give them information
and support during the first year of entrepreneurship.

Crc.fi
Sign up to get your
Consumer Rights Covered!

Question list for SMEs
1. Intro
a. What kind of business do you run?
b. How long have you been working for this business?
i.
What’s your career background if there are more than that?
c. How big is your company?
.May I ask the no. of employees, revenue etc. could be categorized later for our statistic use or use
case?
2.
Knowledge about CR
a.
Have you heard about CR?
i.Where did you first know/learn?
ii.How much do you think you understand about it?
b.
How important part of your company policy it is?
.Why is that (x5 times)?
i.Do you have some information about CR which is visible for your customers? (Any touchpoints?)
1. What’s the customer say what you highlight CR to them?
2. Did they understand what’s CR?
3. Did you get any positive feedback if you have?
ii.Is there any bottleneck to prevent you concerning about CR?
3.
Mechanism
a.
How well you think you know about CR act?
b.
What do you do if you get a problem/complaint?
i.How do you solve the problem?
c.
Do you know in what situations you can contact?
.Do you know where you can contact?
d.
Are you aware of the benefits & consequences of CR?
.Do you think there are many benefits of CR?
1. If not, why?
2. If so, did you have any experiences that you realised it’s important?
i.What aspect should be highlighted for those who don’t care about CR?
ii.Do you think that complying with consumer rights can be seen as a competitive advantage? How?
4.
Education
a.
Have you had education about entrepreneurship?
b.
Have you learned CR related knowledge from your school?
i.if so, did you feel the education helped you to understand/see the value in CR and facilitate taking
action?
ii.What could be done for future SMEs to know better about CR?
5.
FCCA
.
Have you heard about FCCA?
.How do you know about the organisation?
i.Have you contacted them to get any help?
1. If so, could you please specify when and why?
2. How was the feeling after? How does it help you solve the issue?
3. What was most difficult to understand if there is any? E.g. terms,
level, advisors behaviours etc.
4. Would you like to use the service (from your help) again if you want
more help?
5. After using the services, how could the service be better?
ii.Any wishes to FCCA if you can get support for your business to enhance CR?

